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SURGE ARRESTERS
OVERVOLTAGE LIMITERS
LOW VOLTAGE LIMITERS

- you can trust us
- our market presence dates back to 1992
- you can put single piece orders
- our delivery dates are short
- we are equipped with modern testing tools
- we guarantee high quality 
- 100% of our products is being tested
- we are certified according to ČSN EN ISO 9001: 2016

Why you should choose us?

ADVANTAGES

effortless transport
(also in horizontal position) 
lowered transport costs

effortless transport
(also in horizontal position) 
lowered transport costs

easy and quick installation 
without special tools necessary

easy and quick installation 
without special tools necessary

high mechanical strength, 
lifetime hydrophobic nature

high mechanical strength, 
lifetime hydrophobic nature

made of self-extinguishing material

the failure is indicated by opened 
bottom lid

connecting screws and nuts 
are made of stainless steel

lower weight in comparison 
to porcelain-housed surge arresters

very short reaction time (< 20 nsec)

SPB */10 S * - to be installed on 
insulated wires, with insulated 
punching terminal

high insulation resistance (> 2 GΩ)

Resistance to:
- contamination and UV radiation
- shock and vibration
- explosion and rupture
- harsh treatment

Resistance to:
- contamination and UV radiation
- explosion and rupture

Resistance to:
- contamination and UV radiation
- shock and vibration
- explosion and rupture
- harsh treatment

maintenance-free

LOW VOLTAGE LIMITERS

OVERVOLTAGE LIMITERS

SURGE ARRESTERS

SPB */10 AlFe * - to be installed 
on uninsulated AlFe wire with 
stainless steel fixing lug and nut

SPB */10 PP * - to be installed 
on flat busbars in switchboards 
with serrated washer and nut



DC sparkover voltage P60G = 60 VDC ± 20 %, P120G = 120 VDC ± 20 % 

DC sparkover voltage P250G = 250 VDC ± 20 %, P400G = 400 VDC ± 20 % 

DC sparkover voltage 600 V ÷ 1000 V

P60G and P120G - are new types of low voltage 
limiters Type 1 VLD-F based on requirements of  
EN 50122-1: 2011, which are designed to protect 
the non-live parts of metallic structures in DC or 
AC traction power supply systems. They are used 
to effectively protect persons who may come into 
contact with these parts during lightning strikes or
in case of a defect of the tractive overhead line. 
According to EN 50122-1: 2011, this type of limiter 

is recommended mainly for the connection between 
the protected part and return circuit in the overhead 
line areas (or pantograph areas) that may be in 
contact with the conductors or damaged current 
collector, then on the support structures pylons 
which can become live due to an insulation failure. 
P*G is a version for outdoor use. P*GI is a version for 
indoor use.

P250G and P400G - are new types of low voltage 
limiters Type 1 VLD-F based on requirements of  
EN 50122-1: 2011, which are designed to protect 
the non-live parts of metallic structures in DC or 
AC traction power supply systems. They are used 
to effectively protect persons who may come into 
contact with these parts during lightning strikes or
in case of a defect of the tractive overhead line. 
According to EN 50122-1: 2011, this type of limiter 

is recommended mainly for the connection between 
the protected part and return circuit in the overhead 
line areas (or pantograph areas) that may be in 
contact with the conductors or damaged current 
collector, then on the support structures pylons 
which can become live due to an insulation failure.
P*G is a version for outdoor use. P*GI is a version for 
indoor use.

P600G a power gas discharge tube (GDT) designed 
for potential equalisation on the installation 
components of buildings or technological units, 
which are not electrically connected to each other 
(according to EN 62305: 2011). It is recommended 
primarily for bridging of insulated flanges and 
insulated threaded joints in the pipeline cathodic 

protected parts of industrial technology. If between 
these parts arise some potential difference greater 
than 600V, GDT immediatelly ignites for a temporary 
period and both parth electrically interconnects 
(typical internal resistance initialized P600G is 0,001 
÷ 0,002 Ω). P*G is a version for outdoor use. P*GI is a 
version for indoor use.

SPB */10 PP ** - a surge arrester as per EN 61643-11: 2012 
with a nominal discharge current of 10 kA and  a maximum 
continuous operating voltage of UC = 280 V, 440 V, 500 V or 660 V. 
They provide protection against low-voltage overvoltage, they 
protect in low-voltage overhead power distribution systems, 
electrical equipment, instruments, switchgears of distribution 
transformers and reduce the risk of damage to in-house 
systems and their equipment by atmospheric and switching 
overvoltage in AC systems with a frequency of 48-62 Hz. The 
SPB surge arresters protect against the destructive effects 

of lightning and switching overvoltage. It is recommended 
to use them in places secured against contact, e.g. by a 
position or barrier. The destruction of arresters due to great 
overloading is indicated by the lifting-off of a red signalling 
cap. Considering the fact that an arrester is not destroyed 
in the event of its excessive overloading above guaranteed 
limits and subsequent thermal breakdown. This arrester can 
be mounted into switchboards directly on the buses of a power 
circuit-breaker. 

SPB */10 DT ** - a surge arrester as per EN 61643-11: 2012  
with a nominal discharge current of 10 kA and a maximum 
continuous operating voltage of UC = 280 V, 440 V, 500 V or 660 V. 
They provide protection against low-voltage overvoltage, they 
protect in low-voltage overhead power distribution systems, 
electrical equipment, instruments, switchgears of distribution 
transformers and reduce the risk of damage to in-house 
systems and their equipment by atmospheric and switching 
overvoltage in AC systems with a frequency of 48-62 Hz. The 
SPB surge arresters protect against the destructive effects 

of lightning and switching overvoltage. It is recommended 
to use them in places secured against contact, e.g. by a 
position or barrier. The destruction of arresters due to great 
overloading is indicated by the lifting-off of a red signalling 
cap. Considering the fact that an arrester is not destroyed 
in the event of its excessive overloading above guaranteed 
limits and subsequent thermal breakdown. This arrester can 
be mounted into switchboards directly on the buses of a power 
circuit-breaker. 

SPB */10 AlFe ** - a surge arrester as per EN 61643-11: 2012 
with a nominal discharge current of 10 kA and a maximum 
continuous operating voltage of UC = 280 V, 440 V, 500 V or 660 V. 
They provide protection against low-voltage overvoltage, they 
protect in low-voltage overhead power distribution systems 
electrical equipment, instruments, switchgears of distribution 
transformers and reduce the risk of damage to in-house 
systems and their equipment by atmospheric and switching 
overvoltage in AC systems with a frequency of 48-62 Hz. The 
SPB surge arresters protect against the destructive effects 

of lightning and switching overvoltage. It is recommended 
to use them in places secured against contact, e.g. by a 
position or barrier. The destruction of arresters due to great 
overloading is indicated by the lifting-off of a red signalling 
cap. Considering the fact that an arrester is not destroyed 
in the event of its excessive overloading above guaranteed 
limits and subsequent thermal breakdown. This arrester can 
be mounted on a bare AlFe conductor with a stainless clip and 
nut.

SPB */10 S ** - a surge arrester as per EN 61643-11: 2012 with a 
nominal discharge current of 10 kA and a maximum continuous 
operating voltage of UC = 280 V, 440 V, 500 V or 660 V. They 
provide protection against low-voltage overvoltage, they 
protect in low-voltage overhead power distribution systems, 
electrical equipment, instruments, switchgear of distribution 
transformers and reduce the risk of damage to in-house 
systems and their equipment by atmospheric and switching 
overvoltage in AC systems with a frequency of 48-62 Hz. The 
SPB surge arresters protect against the destructive effects 

of lightning and switching overvoltage. It is recommended 
to use them in places secured against contact, e.g. by a 
position or barrier. The destruction of arresters due to great 
overloading is indicated by the lifting-off of a red signalling 
cap. Considering the fact that an arrester is not destroyed 
in the event of its excessive overloading above guaranteed 
limits and subsequent thermal breakdown. This arrester can 
be mounted on an insulated line with an insulated terminal 
ENSTO SL 9.22.

THE PORTABLE TESTER

Line discharge class 4
outdoor and indoor use

Line discharge class 4
indoor use

Line discharge class 1
indoor use

Line discharge class 3
indoor use

Line discharge class 3
outdoor and indoor use

Line discharge class 4
outdoor and indoor use

Line discharge class 3
indoor use

Line discharge class 4
indoor use

Line discharge class 1
outdoor and indoor use

Line discharge class 1
outdoor and indoor use

Insulation resistance > 2 GΩ
outdoor use indoor use

indoor use

indoor use

Surge arrester
on flat busbars

Surge arrester
on bare overhead conductors

Surge arrester
on insulated overhead conductors

Insulation resistance > 1 GΩ
outdoor use

Insulation resistance > 1 GΩ
outdoor use

Simple portable diagnostic device designed for 
quick control of surge protection devices (SPD) 
containing metal oxide varistors and gas-filled 
surge arresters (GDT).

The device allows you to control:
a) The value of the so-called varistor voltage UV 
     at 1 mA [V] for the SPD to 1000 V containing        
     varistors.
b) The level of DC ignition voltage UVDC [V] for the   
     SPD to 1000 V containing gas discharge tubes  
     (GDT).
c)  The value of an insulation resistance Riso (from  
     25 V DC up to 1000 V DC).

PSP */5 kA - Line discharge class 1 - overvoltage 
limiters designed for protecting of high-voltage 
transmission systems, transformers, switching 
equipment and HV cable distribution systems against  
atmospheric and switching overvoltage effects. 

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to the 
standards EN 60099-4: 2014 and IEC 60099-4: 2014.

Nominal discharge current In = 5 kA

PSP */10 kA - Line discharge class 1 - overvoltage 
limiters designed for protecting of high-voltage 
transmission systems, transformers, switching 
equipment and HV cable distribution systems against  
atmospheric and switching overvoltage effects. 

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to the 
standards EN 60099-4: 2014 and IEC 60099-4: 2014.

Nominal discharge current In = 10 kA

PSP */20/IV - Line discharge class 4 - overvoltage 
limiters designed for protecting of high-voltage 
transmission systems, transformers, switching 
equipment and HV cable distribution systems against  
atmospheric and switching overvoltage effects. 

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to the 
standards EN 60099-4: 2014 and IEC 60099-4: 2014.

Nominal discharge current In = 20 kA

PSPI */20/IV - Line discharge class 4 - overvoltage 
limiters designed for protecting of high-voltage 
transmission systems, transformers, switching 
equipment and HV cable distribution systems against  
atmospheric and switching overvoltage effects. 

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to the 
standards EN 60099-4: 2014 and IEC 60099-4: 2014.

Nominal discharge current In = 20 kA

PSPI */10 - Line discharge class 1 - overvoltage limiters 
designed for internal use to protect high-voltage 
transmission systems, transformers, switching 
equipment and HV cable distribution systems and, in 
particular, cable heads of enclosed substations from the 
effects of atmospheric and switching overvoltage. 

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to the 
standards EN 60099-4: 2014 and IEC 60099-4: 2014.

Nominal discharge current In = 10 kA

PSPN */10/III - Line discharge class 3 - overvoltage 
limiters designed for protecting of high-voltage 
transmission systems, transformers, switching 
equipment and HV cable distribution systems against  
atmospheric and switching overvoltage effects. 

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to the 
standards EN 60099-4: 2014 and IEC 60099-4: 2014.

Nominal discharge current In = 10 kA

PSP */10/III - overvoltage limiters designed to protect 
converter stations and DC systems of electric traction 
systems linked to them from the effects of atmospheric 
and switching overvoltage. They are used for protecting 
traction lines, electrical equipment of trolleybuses, 
trams and electric trains.

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to 
the standards EN 60099-4: 2014, IEC 60099-4: 2014 
and EN 50526-1: 2012.

Nominal discharge current In = 10 kA

PSPI */10/III - Line discharge class 3 - overvoltage 
limiters designed to protect converter stations and DC 
systems of electric traction systems linked to them from 
the effects of atmospheric and switching overvoltage. 
They are used for protecting traction lines, electrical 
equipment of trolleybuses, trams and electric trains.

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to 
the standards EN 60099-4: 2014, IEC 60099-4: 2014 
and EN 50526-1: 2012.

Nominal discharge current In = 10 kA

PSP */20/IV - Line discharge class 4 - overvoltage 
limiters designed to protect converter stations and DC 
systems of electric traction systems linked to them from 
the effects of atmospheric and switching overvoltage. 
They are used for protecting traction lines, electrical 
equipment of trolleybuses, trams and electric trains.

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to 
the standards EN 60099-4: 2014, IEC 60099-4: 2014 
and EN 50526-1: 2012.

Nominal discharge current In = 20 kA

PSPI */20/IV - Line discharge class 4 - overvoltage 
limiters designed to protect converter stations and DC 
systems of electric traction systems linked to them from 
the effects of atmospheric and switching overvoltage. 
They are used for protecting traction lines, electrical 
equipment of trolleybuses, trams and electric trains.

With their design and technical parameters, the 
overvoltage limiters of the PSP series conform to 
the standards EN 60099-4: 2014, IEC 60099-4: 2014 
and EN 50526-1: 2012.

Nominal discharge current In = 20 kA

PROTECTION AGAINST ATMOSPHERIC AND 
SWITCHING OVERVOLTAGE IN AC SYSTEMS
protection of high voltage transmission systems, transformers, switching equipment and HV cable systems

PROTECTION AGAINST ATMOSPHERIC AND 
SWITCHING OVERVOLTAGE IN DC SYSTEMS
protection of DC traction system, rail traction vehicles and equipment in DC systems

protection of non-live parts of metal structures in DC traction power supply systems

LOW VOLTAGE LIMITERS FOR RAILWAY 
VEHICLES IN DC SYSTEMS

PROTECTION AGAINST ATMOSPHERIC AND 
SWITCHING OVERVOLTAGE IN AC SYSTEMS
protection of LV outdoor lines, household connections, distribution transformer switchboards

Surge arrester
into distribution transformers

Nominal triggering voltage ALVL 60 < 70 VDC, ALVL 120 = 120 VDC Low voltage limiters ALVL 60, ALVL 120
outdoor and indoor use

ALVL 60 and ALVL 120 – low voltage limiters, 
recoverable VLD of 2.2 class (bi-directional), VLD-
O+F type, used primarily in DC traction systems 
to protect against electric shock when touching 
non-live metal parts of structures or in AC power 
supply systems. They are used to effectively protect 
persons, who may come into contact with these 
parts during lightning strikes or in case of a defect 
of the traction power line. In case of a failure due 
to connection between live part of traction power 
supply system and the conductive part accidentally 
connected to the return circuit, the limiter protects 
against impermissible touch voltage by becoming 
conductive and causing cut-off of the current flow. 
According to EN 50122-1:2011 this type of limiter is 
recommended mainly for the connection between 
the protected part and return circuit in the overhead 
line zones (or pantograph zones) that may be in 
contact with the conductors or damaged current 

collector, then on the support structures of pylons 
which can become live due to an insulation failure. 
If overvoltage occurs for a longer period of time 
(milliseconds up to hours) the thyristors fire to limit 
touch voltage value. As soon as the overvoltage 
condition ends, the thyristors cut off the current 
flow and the original condition is restored. ALVL 
consists of MOV varistors, high-power thyristors and 
electronic components (differential delay element), 
which within about 1 msec can activate both in-built 
high-power thyristors. Such activation corresponds 
to the voltage drop across the varistor. Based on 
varistor polarity, the corresponding thyristor is 
being activated and the current flowing through the 
activated varistor, now starts to flow through the 
thyristor. The limiter is designed in a way enabling 
transmitting of high temperatures rising inside the 
equipment into the aluminium structure.


